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Welcome to our experiment! 
During this experiment you will be asked to make several decisions and so will the other 
participants. 
Please read the instructions carefully. Your decisions, as well as the decisions of the other 
participants will determine your earnings according to some rules, which will be shortly explained 
later. In addition to your earnings from your decisions over the course of the experiment, you will 
receive a participation fee of 10 euro. Besides this amount, you can earn more euro. However, there 
is also a possibility of losing part of the participation fee, as it will be explained in the next section 
of these instructions. But do not worry: you will never be asked to pay with your own money, as 
your losses during the tasks will be covered by the participation fee. The participation fee and any 
additional amount of money you will earn during the experiment will be paid individually 
immediately at the end of the experiment; no other participant will know how much you earned. All 
monetary amounts in the experiment will be computed in ECU (Experimental Currency Units). At 
the end of the experiment, all earned in ECUs will be converted into euro using the following 
exchange rate: 
30 ECU= 1 euro 
You will be making your decisions by clicking on appropriate buttons on the screen. All the 
participants are reading the same instructions and taking part in this experiment for the first time, as 
you are. 
Please note that hereafter any form of communication between the participants is strictly prohibited. 
If you violate this rule, you will be excluded from the experiment with no payment. If you have any 





Description of the Experiment 
This experiment is fully computerized. This experiment consists of the following four phases, each 
composed by a different number of rounds: Phase I of 1 round, Phase II of 30 rounds, Phase III 
of 12 rounds, and Phase IV of  10 rounds. After completing Phase I, you will proceed to Phase II; 
after completing Phase II, you will proceed to Phase III; after completing Phase III you will proceed 
to Phase IV. You can earn money in each phase of the experiment. 
At the beginning and at the end of the Experiment, you are asked to reply to a short questionnaire. 
At the beginning of the Experiment, each participant is randomly assigned one of two possible 
roles. Half the participants will be assigned the role of Buyer; the other half will be assigned the 
role of Seller. You will remain in the same role you have been assigned throughout the experiment.  
In each of Phase I, II and III and in each of their rounds you will be matched with a different 
participant randomly assigned to you. In Phase IV you will decide individually and independently 




Description of the Task – Phase I 
In Phase I selling of a firm between a Seller, who owns the firm, and Buyer can take place. You will 
be told if you are Buyer or Seller, and will be matched with one of the other participant in the other 
role. For example, if you are selected as Buyer, then you will be randomly and anonymously 
matched with another participant who is a Seller. 
The computer will randomly select the value of the firm among the following values:  5, 10, 15, 20, 
25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90 and 95 (all the values are equally likely). This 
value will be communicated only to the Seller. The Buyer will not learn the value of the firm 
selected randomly by the computer. 
The Seller’s evaluation of the firm is proportional to the value of the firm selected by the computer. 
This proportion will be randomly selected by the computer and can only take one of the following 
values: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 or 90 percent (all the values are equally likely). The Seller’s 
evaluation is the value of the firm multiplied by the selected proportion. The proportion will be 
communicated to both, Buyer and Seller, whereas the value of the firm will be known only to the 
Seller. Do not worry: the software will provide the information on the decision screen, depending 
on your role, Seller or Buyer.  
As an example, suppose that the computer selected a value of the firm equal to 90 and a proportion 
of 50 percent, so that the Seller’s evaluation of the firm will be 45, corresponding to 50 percent of 
90. In this case, the Seller will find on the screen of the computer that the value of the firm is 90, the 
proportion is 50 percent and that the Seller’s evaluation is 45; the Buyer will find on the screen 
only the proportion of 50 percent. Another example: suppose that the computer selected a value of 
the firm equal to 90 and a proportion of 80 percent. In this case, the Seller’s evaluation will be equal 
to 72, corresponding to 80 percent of 90. In this case, the Seller will find on the screen of the 
computer that the value of the firm is 90, the proportion is 80 percent and that the Seller’s 
evaluation is 72; the Buyer will find on the screen only the proportion of 80 percent. 
The Seller sends a value message to the Buyer about the value of the firm, which can be either true 
or false. Therefore, the value message is not necessarily equal to the firm value nor to the Seller’s 
evaluation of the firm. The message consists of an integer value between 0 and 100. 
After having received the message, the Buyer makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the Seller by 
proposing a price, an integer number between 0 and 100. When making this offer, the Buyer just 
knows the value message and by which proportion of the value the Seller evaluates the firm.  
After having received the price offer of the Buyer, the Seller decides whether to accept it or not. If 
she accepts, the firm will be sold for the offered price to the Buyer. If she does not accept, no trade 
takes place. After the Seller has decided, the payoffs of Buyer and of Seller are calculated and 
individually communicated at the end of Phase I. These payoffs are calculated as explained below 




Calculation of the payoff in Phase I 
The payoff of the unique round in Phase I does not depend on the value message and is calculated 
as follows: 
If the Seller has accepted the offered price, the payoffs are:  
x The Buyer earns the difference between the value of the firm and the accepted price 
x The Seller earns the difference between the accepted price and the Seller’s evaluation of the 
firm 
An example: suppose that the firm value is equal to 45 and that the proportion of the firm value is 
80 percent, so that the Seller’s evaluation of the firm is 36. Suppose the Buyer offer a price equal to 
40, and that the Seller accepts it. In this case, the Buyer earns 45 – 40 = 5, and the Seller earns 40 – 
36 = 4.  
Another example: suppose that the firm value is equal to 45 and that the proportion of the firm 
value is 80 percent, so that the Seller’s evaluation of the firm is 36. Suppose the Buyer offers a price 
equal to 55, and that the Seller accepts it. In this case, the Buyer earns 45 – 55 = - 10, and the Seller 
earns 55 – 36 = 19. 





Description of the Task – Phase II 
In Phase II, you will face for 30 rounds the same situation as in Phase I. As in the previous Phase, in 
each of the rounds you will be matched with a different participant randomly assigned to you. 
The same instructions as in Phase I apply to Phase II, also the calculation of the payoffs. 
The payment from this Phase will consist of the payoff of one of the 30 rounds randomly 
selected. For example, if round number five is selected, your payment for Phase II will be the 
payoff you earned in that round. 
 
Calculation of the payoff in each round in Phase II 
The payoff of each round in Phase II does not depend on the value message and is calculated as 
follows: 
If the Seller has accepted the offered price, the payoffs are:  
x The Buyer earns the difference between the value of the firm and the accepted price 
x The Seller earns the difference between the accepted price and the Seller’s evaluation of the 
firm 
An example: suppose that the firm value is equal to 45 and that the proportion of the firm value is 
80 percent, so that the Seller’s evaluation of the firm is 36. Suppose the Buyer offer a price equal to 
40, and that the Seller accepts it. In this case, the Buyer earns 45 – 40 = 5, and the Seller earns 40 – 
36 = 4.  
Another example: suppose that the firm value is equal to 45 and that the proportion of the firm 
value is 80 percent, so that the Seller’s evaluation of the firm is 36. Suppose the Buyer offers a price 
equal to 55, and that the Seller accepts it. In this case, the Buyer earns 45 – 55 = - 10, and the Seller 
earns 55 – 36 = 19. 





Description of the Task – Phase III 
In Phase III, you will face for 12 rounds the same situation as in Phase I. As in the previous Phase, 
in each of the rounds you will be matched with a different participant randomly assigned to you. 
The same instructions as in Phase I apply to Phase III. 
At the beginning of the Phase you will be asked if you prefer to be paid on the basis of the payoff of 
one of the 12 rounds randomly selected or on the basis of the average payoff of the 12 rounds. 
On the basis of your choice, the computer will calculate your payoff for this Phase. 
 
Calculation of the payoff in each round in Phase III 
The payoff of each round in Phase II does not depend on the value message and is calculated as 
follows: 
If the Seller has accepted the offered price, the payoffs are:  
x The Buyer earns the difference between the value of the firm and the accepted price 
x The Seller earns the difference between the accepted price and the Seller’s evaluation of the 
firm 
An example: suppose that the firm value is equal to 45 and that the proportion of the firm value is 
80 percent, so that the Seller’s evaluation of the firm is 36. Suppose the Buyer offer a price equal to 
40, and that the Seller accepts it. In this case, the Buyer earns 45 – 40 = 5, and the Seller earns 40 – 
36 = 4.  
Another example: suppose that the firm value is equal to 45 and that the proportion of the firm 
value is 80 percent, so that the Seller’s evaluation of the firm is 36. Suppose the Buyer offers a price 
equal to 55, and that the Seller accepts it. In this case, the Buyer earns 45 – 55 = - 10, and the Seller 
earns 55 – 36 = 19. 





Description of the Task – Phase IV 
Phase IV consists of 10 rounds; during this Phase you won’t interact with other participants. During 
this Phase you are asked to choose between pairs of lotteries. In particular, in each round for each 
lottery pair you have to assess which one you would prefer to play. 
At the end of the experiment, one round will be randomly selected for payment, and the computer 
will play on your screen the lottery that you have preferred in this round. The payment of Phase IV 
is given by the result of this lottery. 
 
Your Final Payment 
Your final payment will be displayed on the screen at the end of the experiment. It is determined as 
the sum of: 
x Payoff from the unique round in Phase I (in euro) 
x Payoff from one randomly selected round  in Phase II (in euro) 
x Payoff from EITHER one randomly selected round OR an average payment between 12 
rounds from  Phase III (in euro) 
x Payoff from one randomly selected round in Phase IV (in euro) 
x Participation fee.  
 
 
 
 
